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V IROLOGY

Collective fusion activity determines neurotropism of
an en bloc transmitted enveloped virus
Yuta Shirogane1†*, Hidetaka Harada1†, Yuichi Hirai1, Ryuichi Takemoto1, Tateki Suzuki2,
Takao Hashiguchi2, Yusuke Yanagi3

Measles virus (MeV), which is usually non-neurotropic, sometimes persists in the brain and causes subacute
sclerosing panencephalitis (SSPE) several years after acute infection, serving as a model for persistent viral in-
fections. The persisting MeVs have hyperfusogenic mutant fusion (F) proteins that likely enable cell-cell fusion at
synapses and “en bloc transmission” between neurons. We here show that during persistence, F protein fuso-
genicity is generally enhanced by cumulative mutations, yet mutations paradoxically reducing the fusogenicity
may be selected alongside the wild-type (non-neurotropic) MeV genome. A mutant F protein having SSPE-
derived substitutions exhibits lower fusogenicity than the hyperfusogenic F protein containing some of
those substitutions, but by the wild-type F protein coexpression, the fusogenicity of the former F protein is
enhanced, while that of the latter is nearly abolished. These findings advance the understanding of the long-
term process of MeV neuropathogenicity and provide critical insight into the genotype-phenotype relationships
of en bloc transmitted viruses.
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INTRODUCTION
RNAvirus populations consist of large numbers of variant genomes
because of the high error rates of viral RNA-dependent RNA poly-
merases (1, 2). Individual mutants in the viral populations some-
times do not act independently but rather functionally interact
with each other, which may determine the biological behavior of
virus populations (1, 2). Positive and negative interactions are ob-
served among variants in virus populations (3). These internal in-
teractions presuppose the cotransmission of multiple viral genomes
to the same cell, which could be mediated by “collective infectious
units” that simultaneously transmit groups of viral genomes (“en
bloc transmission”) (3–7). En bloc transmission occurs via polyploi-
dy virions, virion aggregation, nonviral-specific structures, and
direct cell-to-cell transmission (3).

Measles is an acute viral respiratory illness with high fever,
cough, coryza, conjunctivitis, and a pathognomonic enanthema
(Koplik spots), followed by a maculopapular rash (8, 9). Measles
virus (MeV), the causative agent of measles, is an enveloped RNA
virus that belongs to the genus Morbillivirus, the subfamily Ortho-
paramyxovirinae, and the family Paramyxoviridae. MeV may
persist in the brain, causing a fatal progressive neurological disor-
der, subacute sclerosing panencephalitis (SSPE), several years after
acute infection (9–11). The incidence of SSPE is estimated to be ap-
proximately 4 to 11 cases per 100,000 cases of measles.

MeV has two kinds of glycoproteins on its envelope, the hemag-
glutinin (H) and the fusion (F) proteins (10). The H protein binds to
receptors on the human cells and subsequently triggers the confor-
mational changes of the trimeric F protein from the prefusion form
to the postfusion form, leading to virus-to-cell or cell-to-cell mem-
brane fusion. While the wild-type (WT) F protein cannot induce

membrane fusion in neurons lackingMeV receptors [signaling lym-
phocytic activation molecule family member 1 (SLAMF1) and
nectin-4], hyperfusogenic mutant F proteins from SSPE patient–
derived MeV strains can do so by using cell adhesion molecule 1
(CADM1) and CADM2 as “cis-acting receptors” (host factors trig-
gering fusion in cis) (12–14). The H protein interacts with CADM1
and CADM2 in cis on the same membrane, triggering the confor-
mational changes of the hyperfusogenic mutant F proteins but not
of the WT F protein.

In the brain, multiple MeV genomes are likely transmitted trans-
synaptically between neurons through cell-cell fusion (15, 16), and
thus, the ancestral WT and progeny mutant genomes could be co-
transmitted to the same cells, where both the WT F and mutant F
proteins are then coexpressed (fig. S1). How in neurons SSPE-
derived mutant F proteins interact with the WT F protein
remains to be investigated.

The F protein T461I substitution found inmultiple SSPE isolates
[5 of the 18 SSPE-derived F proteins in the National Center for Bio-
technology Information (NCBI) protein database have this substi-
tution] (fig. S2) has been extensively studied (17–22). It confers
enhanced fusogenicity (the ability to fuse two distinct lipid bilayers
such as cell membranes) on the F protein. Unlike the WTMeV, the
recombinant MeV having the F(T461I) protein efficiently spreads
in neurons and exhibits neurovirulence in mice and suckling ham-
sters (18, 19, 21). However, the F proteins of SSPE MeV isolates
having the T461I substitution also accumulate other mutations,
which have not been functionally examined. All SSPE isolates
studied have many mutations in the F protein (11).

In this study, we show that cumulative mutations found in MeV
isolates from patients with SSPE could up- or down-regulate the F
protein fusogenicity. By using the plasmid-mediated fusion assay
and recombinant MeVs, we also demonstrate positive and negative
interactions between different F proteins, which could determine
the adaptability of MeV populations to persistence in the brain.
These results not only provide critical insight into the evolutionary
pathway to MeV neuropathogenicity but also indicate that for en
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bloc transmitted viruses, one cannot fully understand the effect of a
mutation without considering interactions between different
viral genomes.

RESULTS
Accumulations of multiple hyperfusogenic mutations in
the MeV F protein dynamically change its fusogenicity
In the NCBI protein database, we found five SSPE-derived MeV
strains that encode F proteins with the T461I substitution (a substi-
tution that confers enhanced fusogenicity on the F protein) (fig. S2).
Amino acid alignments revealed that these SSPE-derived F proteins
have multiple additional substitutions at different locations
(marked in red) as well as T461I (marked in purple) (fig. S3).
Among them, our literature search of relevant publications (17–
19, 22–25) identified several substitutions at the positions where
amino acid substitutions can cause enhanced fusogenicity
(Fig. 1A). The F proteins of the patient A (26–28), patient B (26–
28), and OSA-3/Bs/B (29) strains have potentially hyperfusogenic
mutations N462S/N465S (18), G264E (22), and F375S/N465K
(22), respectively, in addition to T461I (Fig. 1A). The phenotypes
of F proteins having those mutations (N462S/N465S, G264E, or
F375S/N465K) were evaluated by the fusion assay. Briefly, expres-
sion plasmids respectively encoding theWTHprotein,WT For one
of the mutant F proteins, enhanced green fluorescence protein
(EGFP), and SLAMF1 were transfected into 293FT cells, and the
cells were observed 24 hours after transfection under a fluorescence
microscope. The results confirmed that those mutations in the F
gene enhance membrane fusion triggered by SLAMF1 (fig. S4A).
The results of the quantitative fusion assay [the dual-split protein
(DSP) assay] (13, 30–32) were also consistent with the observations
with the fusion assay (fig. S4B).

We then investigated the CADM1-dependent fusogenicities of
the F proteins having these hyperfusogenic mutations with or
without T461I by the fusion assay to determine how cumulative
mutations affect the F protein function. Expression plasmids re-
spectively encoding the WT H protein, WT F or one of the
mutant F proteins, EGFP, and CADM1 were transfected into
293FT cells, and the cells were observed 24 hours after transfection
under a fluorescence microscope. Syncytia were detected with the
F(T461I), F(G264E), or F(F375S/N465K) protein (Fig. 1B) but
not evident with the WT F or F(N462S/N465S) protein. Combina-
torial substitutions with T461I resulted in different functional
impacts on their fusogenicities. The F(T461I/N462S/N465S) and
F(G264E/T461I) proteins exhibited enhanced fusogenicities as
compared with the F(T461I) protein, while the F(F375S/T461I/
N465K) protein exhibited lower fusogenicity than the F(T461I) or
F(F375S/N465K) protein. The surface expression levels of mutant F
proteins used here were investigated by the surface biotinylation
assay (fig. S5), and there was no correlation between the surface ex-
pression levels and the F fusogenicities.

These results indicate that accumulation of hyperfusogenic mu-
tations in the F protein could up- or down-regulate the fusogenicity.
However, because neuropathogenic MeVs presumably spread
between neurons through cell-cell membrane fusion, it is difficult
to understand why a less neurotropic MeV with lower fusogenicity
could be selected in the brain. To explain this discrepancy, we
turned to the concept of en bloc transmission (collective infectious

units) and investigated possible functional interactions between dif-
ferent F proteins encoded in different viral genomes in neurons.

Coexpression of the WT protein influences the
fusogenicities of mutant MeV F proteins
Because MeVs are transmitted en bloc between neurons, different
MeV genomes encoding theWT and mutant F proteins are likely to
coexist in neurons (fig. S1). We therefore evaluated the influence of
theWT F protein coexpression on the fusogenicities of mutantMeV
F proteins by the fusion assay. When the WT F protein was coex-
pressed, the levels of syncytium formation induced by all mutant F
proteins examined, except for the F(F375S/T461I/N465K) protein,
were inhibited as compared with those induced without the WT F
protein (Fig. 1C). In contrast, the F(F375S/T461I/N465K) protein
exhibited enhanced fusogenicity when coexpressed with the WT
F protein (Fig. 1C).

The levels of membrane fusion were also evaluated quantitatively
by the DSP assay (Fig. 1D) (13, 30–32). The F(T461I/N462S/N465S)
and F(G264E/T461I) proteins exhibited enhanced fusogenicities as
compared with the F(T461I) protein, yet their fusogenicities were
decreased when the WT F protein was coexpressed. Conversely,
the F(F375S/T461I/N465K) protein exhibited lower fusogenicity
than the F(T461I) or F(F375S/N465K) protein, but its fusogenicity
was increased when the WT F protein was coexpressed. These
results were consistent with the observations with the fusion assay
(Fig. 1, B and C). Thus, the data show that the interaction between
the mutant and WT F proteins could make the effect of the muta-
tion(s) on F protein fusogenicity greatly altered.

Next, the ratios of the plasmid encoding the influenza virus hem-
agglutinin (HA)–tagged WT F protein to those encoding the re-
spective FLAG-tagged mutant F proteins were changed in the
DSP assay (Fig. 1E). The amounts of plasmids used for the transfec-
tion correlated well with the expression levels of the corresponding
F proteins (fig. S6). As the amount of the plasmid encoding the WT
F protein was relatively increased, the fusogenicities of the F(T461I),
F(T461I/N462S/N465S), and F(G264E/T461I) proteins became
gradually decreased, but that of the F(F375S/T461I/N465K)
protein was first increased (when the mutant was in excess) and
then decreased. When the WT F protein was expressed in any pro-
portion tested, the fusogenicities of the F(T461I) protein were lower
than those of the F(F375S/T461I/N465K) [P < 0.05, two-way anal-
ysis of variance (ANOVA)]. Furthermore, when the ratio of the
plasmid encoding each mutant F protein to that encoding the
WT F protein was 1:4, the fusogenicity of the F(F375S/T461I/
N465K) protein was comparable to that of the F(G264E/T461I)
protein (P = 0.98, two-way ANOVA) and higher than those of the
F(T461I) and F(T461I/N462S/N465K) proteins (P < 0.05, two-way
ANOVA). These data suggest that the F(F375S/T461I/N465K)
protein may have an advantage for the MeV genome transmission
between neurons through membrane fusion over the other mutant
F proteins including the F(T461I) protein in the presence of theWT
F protein.

Hetero-oligomer formations with the WT F protein may
influence the fusogenicities of mutant F proteins
The prefusion form of the MeV F protein forms a trimer (33). A
possible mechanism by which the coexpression of the WT F
protein affects the function of mutant F proteins is hetero-oligomer
(heterotrimer) formation between the WT and mutant F proteins,
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Fig. 1. Influence on the F fusogenicity of cumulativemutations and theWT F protein coexpression. (A) TheMeV isolates from patients with SSPEwho have the T461I
substitution and other hyperfusogenic mutations in the F protein. Their strain names, accession numbers (GenBank) and references, other hyperfusogenic mutations, and
references for the mutations are shown. (B and C) The WT H protein, MeV F [WT F, F(T461I), F(N462S/N465S), F(T461I/N462S/N465S), F(G264E), F(G264E/T461I), F(F375S/
N465K), or F(F375S/T461I/N465K)], CADM1, and EGFP were expressed in 293FT cells without (B) or with (C) the WT F protein. The cells were observed 24 hours after
transfection under a fluorescence microscope. Scale bars, 500 μm. For type A and type B, refer to the main text and fig. S8. (D and E) The WT H protein, MeV F [F(T461I),
F(N462S/N465S), F(T461I/N462S/N465S), F(G264E), F(G264E/T461I), F(F375S/N465K), or F(F375S/T461I/N465K)], and CADM1 were expressed in mixed 293FT/DSP1 and
293FT/DSP2 cells without or with the WT F protein. The ratio of each mutant F protein to the WT F protein was 1:1 (D) or 4:1, 1:1, or 1:4 (E). The Renilla luciferase activity in
the transfected cells was analyzed 24 hours after transfection. RLU, relative light units. Each data point represents one biological replicate (N = 3). Error bars indicate SDs.
Significance of the difference in the luciferase activity (as compared with that obtained by the expression of the corresponding mutant F protein only) was analyzed by
two-way ANOVA: ns, not significant; *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001.
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as we reported previously (23). In that study, we suggested that the
conformational stability must be appropriate for the prefusion form
of the F protein to exhibit fusion activity upon receptor binding by
the H protein. Under certain conditions, the WT F protein (prefu-
sion form) may be too stable to be triggered. Some mutations in the
F protein may decrease the conformational stability of the prefusion
form (11, 19, 25, 33).When themutant F protein has reduced stabil-
ity, its conformational changes could occur easily, exhibiting hyper-
fusogenicity (Fig. 2A). However, if its stability is too low, the mutant
F protein may undergo inappropriate folding before receptor
binding, precluding fusion triggering (Fig. 2B). Hetero-oligomer
between the WT F protein and a given mutant F protein may
have the intermediate stability, exhibiting increased or decreased fu-
sogenicity, depending on the stability of that mutant F protein
(Fig. 2, A and B).

To examine whether this model can explain our findings, the fu-
sogenicities of the WT F, F(T461I), and F(F375S/T461I/N465K)
proteins were evaluated by the fusion assay at 32° and 37°C. At
the lower temperature (which is expected to increase the F
protein stability) (11, 19, 23, 25), the fusogenicity of the F(T461I)

protein was decreased, while that of the F(F375S/T461I/N465K)
protein was increased (Fig. 2C). The DSP assay also revealed that
at 32°C, the fusogenicity of the F(F375S/T461I/N465K) protein
was substantially higher than that of the F(T461I) protein
(Fig. 2D). The enhanced fusogenicity of the F(F375S/T461I/
N465K) protein was presumably caused by its increased stability
at 32°C. Thus, the F(F375S/T461I/N465K) protein likely corre-
sponds to “unstable nonfusogenic F” in Fig. 2B and exhibits in-
creased fusogenicity in the copresence of the WT F protein.

Inclusion of theWT genome influences the neurotropism of
recombinant MeVs bearing mutant F proteins
We then generated the recombinant MeVs respectively encoding
the WT F, F(T461I), and F(F375S/T461I/N465K) proteins and ex-
amined their phenotypes. While the recombinant MeV encoding
the WT F protein and the red fluorescent mCherry protein
[MV323-mCherry (WT)] and that encoding the F(T461I) protein
and the green fluorescent Venus protein [MV323-Venus-
F(T461I)] were successfully recovered, the virus encoding the
F(F375S/T461I/N465K) protein and the Venus protein [MV323-

Fig. 2. The fusogenicities of MeV F proteins at a low temperature. (A and B) These figures depict the possible relationship between the stability of the F protein
prefusion form and its fusion activity. The cases of ordinary hyperfusogenic F proteins (A) and unstable nonfusogenic proteins (B) are shown, respectively. (C) The WT H
protein, MeV F [WT F, F(T461I), or F(F375S/T461I/N465K)], CADM1, and EGFP were expressed in 293FT cells at 37° or 32°C. The cells were observed 24 hours after trans-
fection under a fluorescence microscope. Scale bar, 500 μm. (D) The WT H protein, MeV F [WT F, F(T461I), or F(F375S/T461I/N465K)], and CADM1were expressed in mixed
293FT/DSP1 and 293FT/DSP2 cells at 32°C. The Renilla luciferase activity in the transfected cells was analyzed 24 hours after transfection. Each data point represents one
biological replicate (N = 3). Error bars indicate SDs.
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Venus-F(F375S/T461I/N465K)] did not produce infectious parti-
cles (Table 1). We think that the stability of the F(F375S/T461I/
N465K) protein is too low to keep virus particle infectivity.

Furthermore, both of the full-length genome plasmids of
MV323-mCherry (WT) and MV323-Venus-F(T461I) or MV323-
Venus-F(F375S/T461I/N465K) weremixed and used to generate re-
combinant viruses. MeV is known to have the ability to include
several genomes in one viral particle, called polyploidy (34). In
this protocol, the mixed genome virus of MV323-mCherry (WT)
and MV323-Venus-F(F375S/T461I/N465K) as well as that of
MV323-mCherry (WT) and MV323-Venus-F(T461I) produced in-
fectious particles (Table 1). These virus particles could contain both
or either of the MV323-mCherry genome and the MV323-Venus-
F(T461I) genome or the MV323-Venus-F(F375S/T461I/N465K)
genome (Fig. 3).

We have previously shown that hyperfusogenicMeVs can spread
in mouse primary neurons using mouse CADM1 and CADM2 (13).
Mouse primary hippocampus neurons were isolated from mouse
embryos and infected with these mixed genome viruses (Fig. 3A).
The cells were observed 4 days after infection under a fluorescence
microscope (Fig. 3B). The MV323-Venus-F(T461I) genome alone
spread in neurons, but the spread was restricted when the
MV323-mCherry (WT) genome coexisted. In contrast, the
MV323-Venus-F(F375S/T461I/N465K) genome spread efficiently
in neurons only when the MV323-mCherry (WT) genome was co-
present. There were the “no-spread” and “spread” types of infected
spots on mouse primary neurons after MeV infection (fig. S7A).
When mouse primary neurons were infected with the mixed
genome virus of MV323-mCherry (WT) and MV323-Venus-
F(T461I), the percentage of the spread type in infected spots ex-
pressing the mutant genome was much lower in the presence of
the WT genome than that in its absence (fig. S7B). In contrast,
when the cells were infected with the mixed genome virus of
MV323-mCherry (WT) and MV323-Venus-F(F375S/T461I/
N465K), the percentage of the spread type in infected spots express-
ing the mutant genome was 100% in the presence of the WT
genome (~20% in its absence) (fig. S7B).

Thus, the WT MeV genome can be transmitted together with
other mutant MeV genomes, influencing the ability of MeV to
spread in neurons. These results are consistent with the observa-
tions with the fusion assay (Fig. 1, B and C).

F proteins of SSPE MeV strains have cumulative mutations,
which make them highly fusogenic
In addition to the substitutions G264E/T461I and F375S/T461I/
N465K, other various substitutions are found in the patient B
strain and the OSA-3/Bs/B strain, respectively (fig. S3). To investi-
gate whether these other mutations affect the F protein function, we
respectively evaluated the F protein fusogenicities of the patient B
strain (Fig. 4) and the OSA-3/Bs/B strain (Fig. 5) by the fusion assay.

The F protein of the patient B strain (Patient-B-F) had highly
enhanced fusogenicity as compared with the F(G264E/T461I)
protein (Fig. 4A). Among multiple mutations found in the
Patient-B-F protein (fig. S3), the additional substitution I62T or
I446T further increased the fusogenicity of the F(G264E/T461I)
protein (Fig. 4, B and C). The fusogenicities of these highly fusogen-
ic F proteins were reduced by the WT F protein coexpression
(Fig. 4C). Notably, the substitution I62T or I446T alone did not
enhance the WT F protein fusogenicity substantially even 72
hours after transfection (Fig. 4D).

The F protein of the OSA-3/Bs/B strain (OSA-3/Bs/B-F) was also
highly fusogenic (Fig. 5A). The fusogenicity of the OSA-3/Bs/B-F
protein, unlike that of the F(F375S/T461I/N465K) protein, was
reduced by the WT F protein coexpression or at 32°C (Fig. 5A).
These observations were also confirmed by the DSP assay
(Fig. 5B). Among mutations present in the OSA-3/Bs/B-F protein
(fig. S3), the additional substitution I62V, R70G, or I446N strongly
increased the fusogenicity of the F(F375S/T461I/N465K) protein,
and the fusogenicities of these mutant F proteins were reduced by
the WT F protein coexpression or at 32°C (Fig. 5, C and D). The
substitution I62V, R70G, or I446N alone did not enhance the fuso-
genicity of the WT F protein (Fig. 5E). These data indicate that the
Patient-B-F protein and the OSA-3/Bs/B-F protein have acquired
high fusogenicities through other halfway mutant F proteins by ac-
cumulating multiple mutations step by step. The data also indicate
that fusogenicities of SSPE-derived mutant F proteins are generally
reduced in the copresence of the WT F protein, although some ex-
ception such as the F(F375S/T461I/N465K) protein could occur.

DISCUSSION
RNA virus populations generally evolve rapidly under selection
pressures, because of the high error rates of viral RNA polymerase
(1, 2). This viral evolvability is known to cause some of the difficul-
ties in controlling RNA virus infections, such as drug resistance,
immune evasion, and expansion of the tropism and host range
(1). Furthermore, the error-prone nature of the RNA genome rep-
lication leads to virus populations containing various variants
(“quasispecies”) (1, 2, 35). Virus populations are not the mere
mixture of independently acting variants. Rather, diverse heteroge-
neous variants sometimes interact positively or negatively to form
the “community,” which determines the biological behavior of the
populations (1, 2, 35, 36). These interactions within virus popula-
tions could be mediated by en bloc transmission that simultane-
ously transmits groups of viral genomes as a collective infectious
unit (4, 5, 35, 37). Several mechanisms have been reported that
produce collective infectious units in various species of viruses,
such as polyploidy virions (23, 34, 38, 39), virion aggregation (40,
41), nonviral-specific structures (42–48), and direct cell-to-cell
transmission (49–56). Studies suggest that collective infectious
units contribute to the maintenance of viral genetic diversity and

Table 1. Recovery of mixed recombinant viruses.

Viral genome 1 Viral genome 2 Infectious
virus

– MV323-
mCherry (WT)

+

MV323-Venus-F(T461I) – +

MV323-Venus-F(F375S/
T461I/N465K)

– –

MV323-Venus-F(T461I) MV323-
mCherry (WT)

+

MV323-Venus-F(F375S/
T461I/N465K)

MV323-
mCherry (WT)

+
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the evolution of “social-like” virus-virus interactions (4, 6). It is re-
ported that MeV spread also relies on en bloc transmission through
its polyploidy virion and intercellular pores in well-differentiated
primary human airway epithelia (23, 34, 52, 57).

In this study, we show that mutations accumulated in SSPE-
derived MeV F genes dynamically change the F protein fusogenic-
ity. The cumulative mutations generally increase the fusogenicity
(type A) but sometimes decrease it (type B) (Fig. 1 and fig. S8A).
High levels of F protein fusogenicity achieved by cumulative muta-
tions are probably required for efficient viral transmission between
neurons to sustain persistent infection. Therefore, the observation
that the F(F375S/T461I/N465K) protein exhibits lower fusogenicity
than the F(T461I) or F(F375S/N465K) protein was puzzling because
it was difficult to explain the selection of mutants having lower fu-
sogenicity and thus the ability to spread in the brain.

By taking en bloc transmission into account, we could solve this
paradox. MeV is thought to spread in the brain through cell-cell
fusion at synapses, where multiple viral genomes are transmitted si-
multaneously (15, 16). In these circumstances, the ancestral WT

genome and progeny mutant genomes may coexist in neurons, at
least in the early phase of MeV persistence in the brain (fig. S1).
The coexistingWT F protein, in many cases, down-regulates the fu-
sogenicities of mutant F proteins but may enhance those of others
(Fig. 1, C to E). Thus, in the presence of ancestral genomes, both
type A and type B mutants likely increase their fusogenicities step
by step by accumulating mutations (fig. S8B). This model may also
explain the reason why it takes a long time (usually several years) to
develop SSPE after acute infection (9, 10). Because the copresence of
the WTMeV genome generally interferes with the fusogenicities of
mutant F proteins, many additional mutations may be required for
persisting mutant viruses to overcome the interference and gain
enough fusogenicity to spread between neurons efficiently. Thus,
the two related concepts, en bloc transmission and interactions
between different viral genomes, can explain the long-term
process of SSPE and the emergence of the type B mutants in
SSPE-derived MeV isolates. A future challenge would be to deter-
mine, using animal models in vivo, how theWTMeV evolves in the

Fig. 3. Infection of mouse primary neurons with mixed genome MeVs. (A) Schematic diagram of the experimental procedures for the isolation of mouse hippocam-
pus primary neurons and infection with mixed genome viruses. Created with BioRender.com. E17, embryonic day 17. (B) Mouse primary neurons were infected with the
MV323-mCherry (WT) or one of mixed genome viruses [MV323-mCherry + MV323-Venus-F(T461I) andMV323-mCherry + MV323-Venus-F(F375S/T461I/N465K)] at an MOI
of 0.0001, and the cells were observed 4 days post infection (dpi) under a fluorescence microscope. Scale bar, 200 μm.
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brain to gain neurotropism and how en bloc transmission of the
viral genomes contributes to that process.

Our results also show that effects of mutations differ depending
on the context. For instance, the introduction of the T461I substi-
tution increases the fusogenicity of the WT F, F(N462S/N465S), or
F(G264E) protein but decreases that of the F(F375S/N465K) protein
(Fig. 1B). Furthermore, the introduction of the substitution I62T,
I446T, I62V, R70G, or I446N does not affect the fusogenicity of
the WT F protein, but I62T or I446T substantially enhances that
of the F(G246E/T461I) protein, and I62V, R70G, or I446N increases
that of the F(F375S/T461I/N465K) protein (Figs. 4, C and D, and 5,
D and E). These data indicate that the order of mutations intro-
duced is also critical in determining F protein fusogenicity. In ad-
dition to hyperfusogenic mutations in the F gene, MeV isolates
from patients with SSPE contain other characteristic changes in
their genomes (10), such as adenine-to-guanine or uracil-to-cyto-
sine biased hypermutations causing defects in the matrix (M )
gene (27, 58) and mutations causing the elongation or shortening
of the cytoplasmic tail of the F protein (29, 59). TheM genes of the
patient A, patient B, and OSA-3 strains have biased hypermutations
(27, 60). It is possible that these changes are also selectively advan-
tageous for MeV persistence in the brain. However, recent studies
reported that recombinant MeVs lacking the M protein or the cy-
toplasmic tail of the F protein did not induce syncytia in SLAMF1-
and nectin-4–negative cells (18), while SSPE-derived hyperfusogen-
ic mutations in the F protein enable MeV spread between neurons
(11, 17–19, 21, 24, 25). More studies are needed to fully elucidate the
effect of the mutations affecting the M protein or the cytoplasmic

tail of the F protein on MeV persistence in the brain. Most of the
hyperfusogenic mutations in the ectodomain of the F protein ana-
lyzed in this study are caused by adenine-to-guanine or uracil-to-
cytosine nucleotide substitutions (table S1), suggesting the involve-
ment of biased hypermutations.

Whether mutations in the H gene also contribute to the MeV
neurotropism is not known. Although the H gene of certain SSPE
isolates is not a major determinant of neurovirulence (17, 24, 25),
the H mutations could enhance the interaction with CADM1 and
CADM2 or allow MeV to use additional receptors. This is an im-
portant issue for future studies.

Thus, this study provides important insights into the evolution-
ary process of MeV neuropathogenicity and genotype-phenotype
relationships of oligomeric viral fusion proteins in viral evolution.
The concept of en bloc transmission could unveil positive and neg-
ative interactions among different fusion proteins in other envel-
oped viruses. In addition, we suggest that the interpretation of
mutations found in en bloc transmitted viruses requires careful
evaluations, because the effects of mutations depend on interactions
between different viral genomes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cells
293FT cells (R70007, Invitrogen) were maintained in Dulbecco’s
modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Fujifilm, Wako Pure Chemical
Corporation, Japan) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum
(FBS). 293FT cells stably expressing DSP1 and DSP2 (30–32),

Fig. 4. The F fusogenicity of the patient B strain. (A) The WT H protein, MeV F [WT F, F(T461I), F(G264E/T461I), and Patient-B-F], CADM1, and EGFP were expressed in
293FT cells. The cells were observed 24 hours after transfection under a fluorescence microscope. Scale bar, 500 μm. (B) The F mutations that the patient B strain has and
the fusogenicities of F proteins having certain combinations of the mutations are shown. N-MSI indicates three amino acids (methionine, serine, and isoleucine) added at
the N terminus. ΔC19 indicates a 19–amino acid deletion at the C terminus. (C) The WT H protein, MeV F [WT F, F(G264E/T461I), F(I62T/G264E/T461I), or F(G264E/T461I/
I446T)], CADM1, and EGFP were expressed without or with the WT F protein in 293FT cells. The cells were observed 24 hours after transfection under a fluorescence
microscope. Scale bar, 500 μm. (D) The WT H protein, MeV F [WT F, F(T461I), F(I62T), or F(I446T)], CADM1, and EGFP were expressed in 293FT cells. The cells were observed
72 hours after transfection under a fluorescence microscope. Scale bar, 500 μm.
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Fig. 5. The F fusogenicity of the OSA-3/Bs/B strain. (A) The WT H protein, MeV F [WT F, F(T461I), F(F375S/T461I/N465K), and OSA-3/Bs/B-F], CADM1, and EGFP were
expressed without or with the WT F protein in 293FT cells at 37° or 32°C. The cells were observed 24 hours after transfection under a fluorescence microscope. Scale bar,
500 μm. (B) The WT H protein, MeV F [F(T461I), F(F375S/T461I/N465K), and OSA-3/Bs/B-F], and CADM1 were expressed in mixed 293FT/DSP1 and 293FT/DSP2 cells
without or with the WT F protein at 37° or 32°C. The Renilla luciferase activity in the transfected cells was analyzed 24 hours after transfection. Each data point represents
one biological replicate (N = 3). Error bars indicate SDs. Significance of the difference in the luciferase activity (as compared with that at 37°C) was analyzed by two-way
ANOVA: *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001. (C) The F mutations that the OSA-3/Bs/B strain has and the fusogenicities of F proteins having certain
combinations of the mutations are shown. ΔC5 indicates a 5–amino acid deletion at the C terminus. (D) The WT H protein, MeV F [WT F, F(F375S/T461I/N465K), F(I62V/
F375S/T461I/N465K), F(R70G/F375S/T461I/N465K), or F(F375S/T461I/N465K/I446N)], CADM1, and EGFP were expressed without or with the WT F protein in 293FT cells at
37° or 32°C. The cells were observed 24 hours after transfection under a fluorescence microscope. Scale bar, 500 μm. (E) The WT H protein, MeV F [WT F, F(T461I), F(I62V),
F(R70G), or F(I446N)], CADM1, and EGFP were expressed in 293FT cells. The cells were observed 24 hours after transfection under a fluorescence microscope. Scale bar,
500 μm.
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provided by Z. Matsuda, the University of Tokyo, were maintained
in DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and puromycin (1 μg/ml;
InvivoGen, San Diego, CA). The 293FT cell line is a highly trans-
fectable clone derived from human embryonal kidney cells trans-
formed with the SV40 large T antigen. We previously established
the method to evaluate the fusion triggering activity of host mole-
cules using 293FT cells, which lack the known MeV receptors
SLAMF1 and nectin-4 (12, 13). Mouse primary neurons were iso-
lated from the hippocampus of the C57BL/6 mouse at embryonic
day 17 and cultured according to the protocol described previously
(61).

Plasmids
The eukaryotic expression vector pCA7 (62) is a derivative of
pCAGGS (63). The pCA7 plasmids expressing the MeV H protein
(the Ichinose-B (IC-B) strain), MeV F protein (the IC-B strain), and
human CADM1 were described previously (13, 18, 19, 64). For
Western blot and coimmunoprecipitation analysis, the HA tag
(YPYDVPDYA) and FLAG tag (DYKDDDDK) sequences were
fused to the C termini of the WT and mutant F proteins.

Fusion assay
293FT cells cultured in 24-well plates were transfected with different
combinations of pCA7 plasmids respectively expressing the WT H
protein, MeV F protein, EGFP, and SLAMF1 or CADM1 using Lip-
ofectamine LTX (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The induction of cell-
cell fusion was evaluated 24 hours after transfection by fluorescence
microscopy. For quantification of cell-cell fusion, 293FT/DSP1 and
293FT/DSP2 cells were cocultured in 24-well plates and then trans-
fected with pCA7 plasmids respectively expressing the WT H
protein, MeV F protein, and SLAMF1 or CADM1. The Renilla lu-
ciferase activity in the transfected cells was analyzed 24 hours after
transfection using a Renilla luciferase assay system (Promega,
Madison, WI). Chemiluminescence was measured using a
Mithras LB940 plate reader (Berthold Technologies, Pforzheim,
Germany). In these assays, the cells were incubated after transfec-
tion usually at 37°C for the standard assay or at the lower temper-
ature of 32°C, which is expected to increase the stability of the F
protein. All measurements were taken from distinct samples.

Cell surface biotinylation assay
Following procedures previously described in (14), 293FT cells cul-
tured on 12-well plates were transfected with 0.5 μg of pCA7 encod-
ing one of FLAG-tagged F proteins with 0.5 μg of pCA7 encoding E-
cadherin (a cell surface protein control) using Lipofectamine LTX.
At 24 hours after transfection, cells were washed with phosphate-
buffered saline (PBS) and then incubated with 200 μl of the biotin
reagent solution [2 mM EZ-Link N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide
(sulfo-NHS)–biotin (Thermo Fisher Scientific) in PBS] for 30
min at 4°C. After being washed three times with PBS containing
50 mM ammonium chloride for quenching, the cells were lysed
in 200 μl of the immunoprecipitation (IP) lysis buffer (Thermo
Fisher Scientific) containing the protease inhibitor cocktail
(Sigma-Aldrich). The lysates were cleared by centrifugation for 30
min at 17,360g and 4°C. Then, 50 μl of each supernatant was mixed
with an equal volume of 2× SDS loading buffer [125 mM tris-HCl
(pH 6.8), 10% 2-mercaptoethanol, 4% SDS, 0.1% bromophenol
blue, and 20% glycerol], boiled for 5 min, and stored at −20°C as
the cell lysate samples. The rest of the supernatant was incubated

with avidin-agarose beads (A-9207, Sigma-Aldrich) for 3 hours at
4°C. The samples were centrifuged and washed three times with IP
lysis buffer. Pellets were mixed with 30 μl of 2× SDS loading buffer,
boiled for 5 min, and stored at −20°C as biotinylated cell surface
protein samples.

Western blotting
Following procedures previously described in (14), proteins in
samples were separated by SDS–polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
and then blotted onto polyvinylidene difluoride membranes
(Hybond-P, Amersham Biosciences). The membranes were incu-
bated with primary antibodies (Abs) for 1 hour. Rabbit polyclonal
Abs against HA tag (GTX225044, GeneTex) and FLAG tag (F1804,
Sigma-Aldrich) and mouse monoclonal Abs against FLAG tag
(F1804, Sigma-Aldrich), E-cadherin (clone SHE78-7, TaKaRa
Bio), and β-actin (clone BA3R, BioVision) were used. The mem-
branes were washed with tris-buffered saline containing 0.05%
Tween 20 (TBS-T) and incubated with horseradish peroxidase–con-
jugated goat anti-rabbit or mouse immunoglobulin G (Bio-Rad) for
1 hour at room temperature. After being washed with TBS-T, the
membranes were treated with an ECL Plus reagent (Amersham Bio-
sciences), and chemiluminescent signals were detected and imaged
using a VersaDoc 5000 imager (Bio-Rad).

Virus preparation
Recombinant MeVs encoding mCherry and the WT F protein or
Venus and one of the mutant F proteins [F(T461I) or F(F375S/
T461I/N465K)] were recovered as described previously (65). Vero
cells stably expressing the human SLAMF1 (Vero/hSLAM cells) cul-
tured in a 10-cm dish were infected with each recombinantMeV at a
multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.001. The cells were harvested
and then lysed by three freeze-thaw cycles. Lysates were centrifuged
at 2500g for 10 min at 4°C. Supernatants were collected and stored
at −80°C.

Measurements and statistical tests
All measurements were taken from distinct samples. All statistical
tests were performed using GraphPad Prism 9 software [two-way
ANOVA (Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test)].

Animal experiments
All animal experiments were performed in accordance with proce-
dures approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of Kyushu
University (permit nos. A19-383-0 and A21-044-0) and were in
compliance with all relevant ethical regulations.

Supplementary Materials
This PDF file includes:
Figs. S1 to S8
Table S1

View/request a protocol for this paper from Bio-protocol.
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